
Solutions for Act III Scene 2 - Increasingly Cryptic

As the title of this puzzle implies, these puzzles were designed to get increasingly cryptic.   
The Appendix will go through the process of filling out each grid . . . but here are the 
completed grids and the explanations of their corresponding cryptic clues.

    “Foreign attaché smuggles insect.”  (4)        “Rattle frazzles every other one.”  (4)
     Container clue -- “Foreign attaché”             Every other letter of “frazzles”
           Solution:  GNAT        Solution:  FAZE

These solutions get plugged into the red and green sections of the next grid.

             “Publishing magnate fazed haters.”  (6)
       Anagram clue -- rearrange “haters”
         Solution:  HEARST
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This solution gets plugged into the final puzzle:

   “Fred’s beginning every day confused about Hearst’s
       last three characters.  (Eve was the first?)  (5,4)”
   “F”(red’s) + “daily” (every day) anagrammed (“ilady”) around (Hea)“rst”
     Solution:  FIRST LADY

Appendix:

As the title suggests, these four sub-puzzles get progressively harder to fill in.  (Just so 
you know, I’m using Qat -- quinapalus.com/qat.html -- when I look for possible words.)

The answer is: firstlady
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The Red Puzzle

This first puzzle is the most straightforward.  There’s only one place to put the open 
parenthesis that makes sense . . . and only one place to put the close parenthesis too, for 
that matter.  Which strongly suggests that the “4” goes between the parentheses (which 
also suggests that this will yield a cryptic clue) . . . which also lets us then place (first) the 
period and (then) the “T” in the bottom row.

Next -- there’s only one word that fits into the top, seven-letter word (that being 
“foreign”).  This in turn leaves just one seven-letter word that can come next (that being 
“attaché”).  Now there’s just one eight-letter word that can come next (“smuggles”), and 
that leaves just one six-letter word that can finish everything off (“insect”).

So now we have the cryptic clue, “Foreign  attaché smuggles insect. (4)”

(Moving on . . .)

The Green Puzzle

This one is nearly as straightforward as the first puzzle.  Again, there’s just one place 
where the open parenthesis makes sense -- which means the close parenthesis must again 
go at the very end with the “4” inside the parentheses and the period directly preceding 
the parenthetical, just as last time.

Also as before, there’s only one word that can fit to start off the clue (“rattle”).  Which 
also sucks up enough letters to make the next word unique (“frazzles”).  But the next 
word does have some options (although some are probably more likely than others -- 
“evert,” “every,” or “overt”).  But since we now know that it must take the form “-ver-,” 
that sucks up a few more letters.  And when we find out what options there are for the 
next word (“other” or “toner”), we discover there’s nowhere else for the “y” to go than 
at the end of “every.”

Then -- when the last word has no choice but to be the word “one” -- we get the full 
cryptic clue, “Rattle frazzles every other one. (4)”

(Moving on again . . .)



The Blue Puzzle

Following the theme of “increasingly cryptic,” solving this one gets a little trickier 
still . . . because if we haven’t solved both the red and the green puzzle, we’ll be missing 
a central chunk of this new cryptic clue.

We’d still have no trouble placing all the non-letter characters right away.  And there’s 
only one possibility for that first, really long word (“publishing”) -- which also forces the 
next letter to be an “M.”  And this is kind of important, for otherwise the last word would 
have multiple options instead of just one (“harems” could work in addition to “haters” if 
the “M” wasn’t forced to be at the end of the second row).

So if we’re missing an earlier sub-solution, we might be left with merely “Publishing 
m(a/e)_ _ _ _(a/e)   _ _ _ _d  haters. (6)”  But with those pieces inserted, we get the full 
clue, “Publishing magnate fazed haters. (6)” -- and “haters” anagrams to “Hearst.”

The Black Puzzle

Here we finally get a puzzle that takes some deeper thinking.  Even with “Hearst” filled 
into the blue section, we get enough options for words throughout the solving process 
that we have to use a lot more logic than we’ve had to up until now.

Even if we hadn’t seen this pattern three times before, it wouldn’t be hard to figure out 
that this clue will end with “(5,4)” . . . but since the close parenthesis underneath the grid 
can’t logically go anywhere but the very final square, that mean the other close 
parenthesis (to the right of the grid) must go right before that parenthetical instruction.  
So apparently this clue will have either “st?) (5,4)” or “ts?) (5,4)” at the end of it.

Now -- since long words tend to be the most constrained, can we figure out the eleven-
letter word?  Well, it turns out we can’t -- there are actually no words that fit that space!  
However, there is a ten-letter word (“characters”) that fits in the first ten blanks . . . so 
apparently we’ve figured out where the period goes.  So the end of the puzzle is taking 
shape . . . “characters. (3-letter-word  3-letter-word  3-letter-word  5-letter-word?) (5,4)”



Next -- what if we tried to get the nine-letter word from the top two rows?  While that 
apostrophe off to the side might make figuring out the first word a little tougher, it 
doesn’t look like it’s likely to feature in that second word.  So if we try just the letters as 
possibilities, we do find a unique word that fits -- “beginning.”

Then, what if we tried to figure out the eight-letter word in the third and fourth rows?  
Well -- with multiple options for each “C,” “A,” and “E” in “characters,” we haven’t 
sucked up quite as many letters as we might have.  However, when the only possibilities 
(suggested by Qat) for the eight-letter word are “confused” and “contused,” we learn 
that at the very least, that eight-letter word must be “con-used” which will also allow us 
to define every “C” in the word “characters.”

Okay -- now we can get to some fun logic.  There is a five-letter word in rows two and 
three whose options are now “every” (more likely) or “evets” (less likely).  But looking 
at the next word, we can see that “evets” is actually impossible . . . as it would force us to 
make a three-letter word exclusively from the letters “R,” “Y,” and “Y.”  This being 
impossible, we can fill “every” into the grid.

We’re close now on another word.  When we look at the five-letter word that goes from 
row four to row five, there are no options of letters that would let the fifth character be an 
apostrophe.  This forces both the apostrophe and the “s” in this row to the end of the line 
(as no words end with “e-apostrophe” or “apostrophe-e).  So the only two remaining 
choices for the five-letter word are “about” and “tebet.”  But with other than guessing 
which one seems more likely, there’s no logical way to choose between them right now.

But what if we look down towards the bottom of the puzzle?  The only three options for 
the three-letter word right after the open parenthesis are “eve,” “ewe,” “vae,” and 
“wae” (with some seemingly more likely than others).  But as all of these end in an “e,” 
that will necessarily “suck up” the “e” that “tebet” would require up above.  Accordingly, 
we can conclude that “tebet” is impossible . . . and “about” can now safely be filled into 
the grid.  (Plus . . . we can also now conclude that “confused” is the word right before 
that, since “about” has now used up the “t” which created some ambiguity earlier.)

Additionally, since none of those three-letter possibilities we looked at had a “t” in the 
middle, the five-letter word two rows above it must start with a “t” (as the “t” has to go 
somewhere in that column).



This’s actually a really nice realization, as the only option left for that word is now 
“three.”  And once we’ve filled in that, we now are also able to define the “e” in 
“characters,” plus we know now that the last five-letter word in the clue phrase has to 
begin with an “f”!

Okay -- up to the very first word.  Vowels are now kind of at a premium, particularly 
since there has to be an apostrophe in the line.  Thinking about where the apostrophe 
could go, it seems like the apostrophe and the “s” are going to have to take the last two 
spots in the word (and probably in that order, as “beginning” implies a singular noun, not 
a plural noun).  This “blocks out” all the vowels except for the “e” in the third column, 
and also forces the first letter to be an “f.”

And now that the “e” in the third column has been used, the four-letter word in the sixth 
row has to have “a” as its second letter -- because the only choices for that word now are 
“lads,” “last,” “lats,” “rads,” “rata,” “rats,” and “sasa.”

Alright.  We’ve now sucked up a lot of vowels.  So many, in fact, that the “a” and the “i” 
in the ninth row are going to get sucked up by the two outside words -- forcing the middle 
word to have to get its vowel(s) from up above.  This leaves only the following 
possibilities for that middle word:  “dae,” “dah,” “hae,” “tae,” and “the.”  (Any guesses 
as to which of those will end up being correct?)  But here’s a cool realization -- since that 
word won’t have a “t” in the middle of it, the only place the “t” in column five can fit 
now (since the word in row three can’t have a “t” in the middle of it) is right below the 
blue squares . . . forcing that word to be “last”!

The very first word now has to use the “r” from the second column.  Furthermore, the 
last word is going to “suck up” the “r” from the penultimate row, since right now it can 
only be “farts,” “first,” “frats,” “frist,” or “frits.”  That leaves the first word of the row 
with the following options:  “vas,” “vis,” “was,” or “wis.”

We should really now be able to look through these possibilities and isolate a phrase that 
makes sense -- especially since each time we choose a word we will eliminate other 
possibilities later in the phrase.  Arranging all the options in sequential columns, we see 
this . . .
       dae  farts
   eve  vas  dah  first
   ewe  vis  hae  frats
   vae  was  tae  frist
   wae  wis  the  frits



This is the only combination that’s both possible with the letters we have left and still 
makes sense.  And filling in these words finishes the rest of the grid pretty quickly.  The 
first word is now “Fred’s” and the middle word of the third row must now be “day.”  
This in turn resolves first one then the other “a” in “character” . . . and now we have the 
whole clue:

“Fred’s beginning every day confused about Hearst’s
last three characters.  (Eve was the first?)  (5,4)”

(And “Fred’s beginning” is “F.”  Hearst’s last three characters are “rst.”
“Every day” is “daily.”  And if you anagram “daily” to “ilady” . . .)

Eve was the first “First lady”


